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Promotional Boxes > Candy Can®

Articlenumber: 238-9382

Candy-Can Slim Edition
A sweet pull

The can with extensive advertising space right the way round,
either transparent or in classy silver. PET container in the form
of a drinks can, with an aluminium ring pull and an extra plastic
lid so you can close it again. Filled with sweets or jelly bears.

Product

PET can, colourless-transparent or silver in the shape of
a beverage can, with an aluminium ring pull and
additional plastic lid for resealing the can after it has
been opened.

Size

Height approx. 85 mm, Ø approx. 57 mm.

Advertising space

Paper band inside (only wrapped sweets) or sticky label
(polyethylene) in transparent or white on the outside.
Paper band: 172,5 x 68 mm (w x h), including
declaration/manufacturer's notification. Sticky band
(PE): 174 x 55 mm (w x h), including
declaration/manufacturer's notification.

Print

Offset printing (paper band inside) 1-4-colour
Digital printing (paper band inside) aus 4-c-Euroskala
Letterpress printing (sticky label on the outside)
1-4-colour

Content

Wrapped sweets: Approx. 50 g Compact-Sweets in
transparent wrapper. Flavours: fruit mixture or
peppermint.
Unwrapped sweets: Approx. 125 g unwrapped sweets.
Flavours: cherry hearts, South Seas hearts, mixed
herbs, raspberry drops, fruit mixture, Super-Mint. Other
contents on request.
Jelly bears: Approx. 125 g in premium- or fruit-juice
quality, mixed colours.

Shelf life

Jelly bears 12 months, sweets 24 months

Delivery packing

Cartons containing 25 pieces

Minimum order

Digital printing: 250 pieces Offset printing: 1.000 pieces
Letterpress printing: 1-2-colour: 500 pieces 3-4-colour:
1.000 pieces

Delivery time

Digital printing: Approx. 10 working days after approval
of the printing copies Offset printing/letterpress printing:
Approx. 15 working days after approval of the printing
copies.

Delivery

Ex works


